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reasons to choose veroDocs for
template management and document assembly
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veroDocs streamlines
document assembly with
templates containing forms
that prompt users to enter
the right information for the
document they want to create.

Without centralized
templates, it’s easy to make
a mistake or miss something.
Working from templates
guarantees professionalism
and consistency.

You don’t need special
technical skills to manage
templates. veroDocs makes
it easy to update and
deploy templates to the
people who need them.
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More and more, people are
working between their home
and the office. veroDocs runs
locally and will work offline,
allowing users to create
documents whenever and
wherever.

The Content Manager ensures
authors are using approved,
up-to-date copy.
Build libraries of clauses,
logos, marketing information,
and more and access them
from within Word.

Deploy it as a
lightweight Solution
Package

Get it as part of a
productivity suite

Create templates with each
offices’ logo, theme, and
proofing language. veroDocs
will determine the author’s
location automatically. Or
they can select another office,
and the template will update.

Connect veroDocs to CRMs
and core systems via off-theshelf Apps so authors can add
current client and account
information directly into their
documents.

Work from a personalized
document production Ribbon
in Word while creating or
editing a document. It includes
more than just veroDocs tools
– so you have quick access to
what you need.

Create documents in
less time

Cater to multiple
offices and locations

Ensure documents
are consistent and
professional

Integrate it with
CRMs and core
business systems

Easily manage and
update templates

Work from a
personalized Word
Ribbon

Remote workers can
access templates
offline

Give authors quick
access to approved
content
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Install and deploy only what
you need – nothing more.
veroDocs is delivered as a
core application with your
specific content elements
layered on top.

Get multiple solutions
delivered as part of a single
productivity suite and enjoy
simpler technical support,
billing, and user training.
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